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Chapter 2153-Sword

Outside the villa in the western suburbs, Ericson and others knocked Mark’s door.

No one responded, but the door of the villa suddenly opened.

Huh~ The cold wind passed through the hall in an instant.

Immediately afterwards, Mark’s deep words sounded quietly.

“Come in.”

“I’ve been waiting for you for a long time.”

In the room, I saw Mark sitting quietly.

Beside, the beautiful lady is accompanied, and the red sleeves add fragrance.

The scent of tea lingered throughout the room.

When a visitor arrived, Ye Ximei went upstairs, not to disturb Mark and the others.

As for Helen Qiu, she was kept by Mark.

At this time, Helen Qiu was silent, just staying with Mark, making tea for him.

The enthusiasm reflected Helen Qiu’s stunningly intoxicating face, which was so
beautiful.

As the saying goes, heroes match beautiful women, and swords give heroes.

This Noirfork land is worthy of this stunning, and Mr. Chu is alone.

Seeing Mark and his wife, Ericson and others greeted them respectfully.

There were four people who came to visit Mark this time.

In addition to Ericson and Lei San, there are Ferguson Wu and one of Ferguson Wu’s
bodyguards.



Wang Jiexi did not come.

Now that he has just taken over Jiang Hai, many things need to be done by himself.

After all, Chen Ao has worked hard for more than ten years in the land of Edensberg. If
Wang Jiexi wants to replace it, it is by no means as simple as Mr. Chu’s words.

Therefore, Wang Jiexi must solve many things personally.

“Yeah.”

Mark nodded.

When they were talking, they didn’t even look at them, just bowed their heads and
sipped their tea.

“Huh?” “Wu Shi personally visited, Mr. Chu’s attitude?” “Not even a seat?” Ericson and
others have long been used to Mark’s arrogant and indifferent attitude, but they came
with Ferguson Wu. The bodyguard frowned, looked at Mark displeasedly, and said
coldly.

“Xiaoxiang, speak carefully!” Ferguson Wu’s expression changed, and he turned to
stare at the bodyguard Sun Xiang beside him.

“Wu Shi, there is nothing to say cautiously?” “Even if Mr. Chu is the co-leader of the
business tycoon, he shouldn’t be so disrespectful to you!”

“You are the parent official of the people of Wrilfill, and you are the head of Wrilfill
officially sealed by the official Wrilfill city.”

Sun Xiang couldn’t understand Mark’s arrogant face and said directly.

“You~” Ferguson Wu’s face paled in fright upon hearing this.

Ericson and Lei San, who were next to him, also looked at Ferguson Wu with a green
face.

I wondered what was going on with Ferguson Wu, why did he bring an idiot like this?

Just when Ericson and the others were worried that Sun Xiang would offend Mark, there
was a faint laughter from the front.

“Helen, trouble you, bring two seats for Ericson Li and Lei Sanye.”

Helen Qiu nodded, and quickly moved two seats according to Mark’s words, so that
Ericson and Lei San The two sat down.

As for the two of Ferguson Wu, they still stood there, being left by Mark.



“Mr. Chu, what do you mean by this?” “You really are not afraid~” “Enough!” Sun Xiang
saw this and wanted to speak, but was stopped by Ferguson Wu’s anger, “No one will
treat you as dumb if you don’t speak. “But Wu Shi~” Sun Xiang felt wronged on behalf of
Ferguson Wu. Why are the two old things Lei San and Ericson qualified to sit in, but they
did not.

“Besides, just get out of me!” Ferguson Wu was almost to death.

If I knew it, I wouldn’t bring this idiot.

“But Wu Shi~” Sun Xiang felt wronged on behalf of Ferguson Wu. Why are the two old
things Lei San and Ericson qualified to sit down, but they did not.

“Besides, just get out of me!” Ferguson Wu was almost to death.

If I knew it, I wouldn’t bring this idiot.
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Chapter 2154 the self-confidence of the

fan?

Before, it was Ericson who called him and asked him to meet with Mr. Chu and inquire
about Mr. Chu’s future plans.

Ferguson Wu had this intention, so he agreed.

However, Ferguson Wu had offended Mark before, so he was afraid that Mark would be
disadvantageous to him, so he brought a bodyguard with him.

I thought I could rely on this guy to protect myself, but it’s better now, let alone protection,
this is really hatred for myself.

Of course, apart from letting Sun Xiang protect himself, Ferguson Wu had other
intentions to bring him over this time.

Seeing Ferguson Wu’s anger, Sun Xiang closed his mouth after all.

In this way, Ferguson Wu and Sun Xiang stood dry at the table.



Ericson and Lei Lao San saw the scene before them, but their old faces were twitching.

I thought that Mr. Chu was not only good at his skills, but also a unique method of
punishing people!

At the very least, Ferguson Wu, who is disarming and ruling, is subdued.

However, this is not the time to consider this.

After hesitating for a while, Ericson first asked: “Mr. Chu, I don’t know what are your
plans next?” Lei Laosan also nodded: “Yes, Mr. Chu. If you have plans, please tell us
earlier, and we will do too. It’s good to arrange in advance.”

Mark killed Lu Mingfeng and Xu Shaohua, and Ericson estimated that Mark should have
already had a countermeasure to deal with the revenge of Lu Mingfeng and Xu
Shaohua.

“Plans?” However, Mark chuckled at this, “I have no plans.”

“I don’t need any plans.”

“This~” Ericson and others’ complexion changed suddenly upon hearing this.

“Mr. Chu, it’s better to take precautions.”

“Lu and Xu are both powerful and powerful. If you don’t plan early, you will suffer a big
loss.”

Ericson and Lei San cautiously persuaded them.

Mark didn’t care. Instead, he picked up his teacup, took a sip, and then laughed, “The
energy is overwhelming?” “I have provoked many forces for so many years.”

“Every time, someone told me, those people, those forces. , The background is strong,
and the energy reaches the sky.”

“But what is the result?” “Those so-called forces with monstrous energy either
surrendered or disappeared. In short, they are almost gone.”

“Only I, Mark, still sitting here, comfortable Drink tea.”

Mark said these words very plainly.

However, Ericson and others can still hear the majestic pride and majesty contained in
Mark’s seemingly calm words.

“This~” Ericson and Lei Lao San were speechless when they heard Mark’s words, and
for a while, they really didn’t know how to answer.



“Haha~” “It’s Mr. Chu.”

“This kind of courage, this kind of tone, can be said by Mr. Chu alone.”

At this time, Sun Xiang on the side did not hold back, and suddenly laughed out loud.
Come.

In the deep laughter, there was an inexplicable sarcasm.

“However, before Mr. Chu said these words, can he be clear about the identity and
energy of the enemy you are facing this time?” Sun Xiang asked Mark back.

“I don’t know.”

Mark had nothing to hide, and he replied directly.

Hearing this, Ferguson Wu and others’ eyes suddenly twitched.

This special lady, after a long time, Mr. Chu didn’t even know the details of the Lu family
and Xu family.

They don’t even know how strong the enemy is, they are really curious, where did Mr.
Chu’s confidence come from before?

Could it really be honey self-confidence?

All of a sudden, Ericson, Lei Lao San and others felt cold.
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